Superior Technology, Security and Service
Unleashed Technologies’ Ashburn, Virginia Data Center

strategically located near Washington, DC in the area known

Power

as, “Fiber Alley,” one of the most dense regions of fiber

The patented power architecture at this data center can

carriers in the world. This location boasts not only superior

support ultra high power densities with 2N+2 redundancy

connectivity, but the very latest in data center technology and

(twice that of a typical Tier III data center). With Unleashed

multiple levels of security to guarantee your business critical

Technologies, you get:

data is highly available.

■■

Primary and redundant power included

■■

Consumption-based, whipped power

■■

Scalability without requiring a server move

Unleashed Technologies’ Ashburn, Virginia data center is

The Facility
Unleashed Technologies’ Ashburn, VA data center is located in

Security
This facility has some of the highest levels of security
available, including:

the RagingWire facility, which is:

■■

Biometric scanning

■■

150,000 square feet

■■

24x7x365 guard presence

■■

LEED Gold certified

■■

Kevlar reinforced construction

■■

PCI-DSS compliant, SOC 2, Type II

■■

Vent security

■■

Within 30 minutes driving distance to Washington, DC

■■

Digital pan-tilt-zoom cameras monitoring all areas of

■■

Close to three major airports

the data center, including secure areas, parking lots,
entrances and roof
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to cabinet access, you can be assured that only authorized

Smart Hands Support

individuals gain access to your data.

When you choose to host with Unleashed Technologies, you

With this level of security, including a seven-layer barrier

Carrier-Neutral Network

will receive the highest level of support, including:
■■

highly technical team, including senior engineers

Due to its central location in one of the world’s busiest
telecommunication hubs, Unleashed Technologies’ data

■■

center offers:
■■

Blended carrier network with more than 14 carriers

■■

Gigabits of bandwidth availability over Tier I providers

■■

99.999% guaranteed up time

Troubleshooting and issue resolution performed by a

Unmatched response times, supported by industryleading SLAs

■■

24x7x365 manned Network Operations Center (NOC)

Unleashed Technologies has the infrastructure, security and
support you need to keep your business running smoothly.
Don’t just take our word for it - contact us at 410-864-8980

Cooling

or start@unleashed-hosting.com to schedule a data
center tour today.

In keeping with best-practices for a green data center,
this facility uses gray water and recycled air from the
outside to assist in cooling. These practices reduce energy
consumption while keeping the data center at optimal
temperatures with hot/cold aisle containment.

Always On Support
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